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Program notes by the composer:
My intention while composing Hijaz was to invoke a sense of pilgrimage, either to a
wondrous, natural or holy place, or metaphorically to a sacred place within us. On this
imaginary journey the chorus, as a unified whole, represents the soul of the journeyer.
The melismatic melodies are meant to give a sense of the searing sun and wind
amongst the desert and mountainous landscapes. The pulsing rhythms trace our
footsteps, and those of our camels or horses, as we make our way on the path of selfdiscovery. The text is comprised of vowels, South Indian rhythmic and tabla syllables,
and a universal prayer that I composed for the work.
Hijaz is one of the oldest and most prevalent modes in use in the Middle East and North
Africa, with a reach spanning from Andalusia to India, and even used in seminal jazz
recordings of Miles Davis (Sketches of Spain) and Chick Corea (Spain). Wikipedia
describes the hijaz mode as follows: The Phrygian dominant scale, also called harmonic
minor perfect fifth below (in jazz) or hijaz (in Arabic music), is constructed by raising the
third of the Phrygian mode and is the fifth mode of the harmonic minor scale, the fifth
being the dominant. It has the word "dominant" in its name because like the dominant
seventh chord it has a major 3rd note and a flattened 7th note. It is often known as a
Spanish Phrygian scale or Spanish gypsy scale, and is commonly used in flamenco
music. It is also known as Ahava Rabboh or Freygish when used in Hebrew prayers and
Klezmer music (earning it the additional title of the Jewish scale), or as the Hijaz maqam
when used in Turkish or Arabic music.
The work is composed using a variant of the ancient tuning system known as ‘just
intonation,’ or pure tuning, which is the universal foundation for harmony as constructed
from musical intervals of perfect mathematical proportions. Pythagoras and other
ancient Greek philosophers and mathematicians discovered that musical harmonies
arise from mathematical relationships based on whole numbers. The most consonant
harmonies are created when two membranes vibrate in simple musical proportions, for
example, the two notes comprising an octave have a 2:1 relationship, where the higher

note is vibrating exactly twice as fast as the lower note. A perfect fifth is a 3:2
relationship, a perfect fourth is 4:3, a pure major third is 5:4, and so on. Every different
whole number ratio corresponds to a different musical interval. Because there are an
infinite number of whole number ratios there are also infinite matrixes of tones waiting to
be explored.
Just intonation is the basis for the music of ancient Greece, as well as many other
cultures, including those of India, Persia, China, and Japan. Just intonation is also vital
to the 'a cappella' music of the West, from Gregorian chant and renaissance polyphony,
to 'barbershop' harmonies. Over the centuries the purity of these natural musical
proportions was gradually compromised (tempered) to facilitate chord changes and
modulation between various key relationships. This culminated in a tuning, called equal
temperament, which has become the standard for the piano and most Western fixed
pitch instruments. Equal temperament divides the octave into 12 equal half steps, like
dividing the face of a clock into twelve hours. The result is a musical democracy in
which 'all tones are created equal,' however this distorts the natural hierarchy of the
tones as produced in just intonation by compromising the purity of tuning and
fundamental principles of harmony.
All the Masters, Saints and Prophets,
give me guidance in my life
and teach me harmony and music.
We are one race.
We are one voice.
Touch my feet to Mother Earth
and lift my spirit to the Heavens.
We are one voice in eternal love,
In eternal love.
We are one voice.
Lift my spirit to the Heavens.
Once voice in eternal love.

